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HDL-level design o	ers important advantages for the application of watermarking to IP cores, but its complexity also requires tools
automating these watermarking algorithms. A new tool for signature distribution through combinational logic is proposed in this
work. IPP@HDL, a previously proposed high-level watermarking technique, has been employed for evaluating the tool. IPP@HDL
relies on spreading the bits of a digital signature at the HDL design level using combinational logic included within the original
system. �e development of this new tool for the signature distribution has not only extended and eased the applicability of this
IPP technique, but it has also improved the signature hosting process itself. �ree algorithms were studied in order to develop this
automated tool. �e selection of a cost function determines the best hosting solutions in terms of area and performance penalties
on the IP core to protect. An 1D-DWT core andMD5 and SHA1 digital signatures were used in order to illustrate the bene
ts of the
new tool and its optimization related to the extraction logic resources. Among the proposed algorithms, the alternative based on
simulated annealing reduces the additional resources while maintaining an acceptable computation time and also saving designer
e	ort and time.

1. Introduction

�e methodologies based on reuse of IP components [1–3]
critically depend on improved techniques to protect IP own-
ership. �is is due to the rapidly growing international trade
in stolen intellectual property (IP), counterfeit chips, and
cloneddesigns.�e current technology o	ers new intellectual
property protection (IPP) mechanisms, with 
ngerprinting
and watermarking being the options that incite the greatest
interest [4–6]. �e principal focus of watermarking tech-
niques for IP cores is to enable the protection of author rights
in the development and distribution of IC designs as reusable
modules. Several watermarking techniques for IP cores have
been proposed [7–9]. �ese IPP watermarking techniques
can be classi
ed in several ways. One of these classi
cations
distinguishes between additive-based [4, 10] and constraint-
based techniques [11, 12]. �e fundamental idea of additive

watermarking is to add something to a design, which would
not be present normally, yet is hard to detect and would
ideally damage the design if removed. Bai et al. [10] propose
to obtain the signature at the output ports by triggering the
added circuit through feeding a special signal sequence to the
inputs. General constraint-based watermarking techniques
encode an author’s signature into an optimization or syn-
thesis problem, by limiting the overall solutions space. �is
approachmajor drawback is their limitation on watermarked
core veri
cation options. New research lines are based on
power side channel in order to ease the signature extraction
for embedded IP cores [13–15]. On the other hand, other pos-
sible classi
cations of IPPwatermarking techniques are based
on the type of IP core that requires protection or the design
level of the watermark application [16, 17]. In particular,
IPP watermarking techniques have been applied to hardware
description language (HDL) IPs [17–20]. �e embedding of
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a watermark at this design level is highly tamper-resistant,
since the signature is embedded in preliminary stages and is
therefore dragged through the whole design �ow. To prevent
reverse engineering on the distribution of the protected high-
level design, encryption and obfuscation techniques can be
applied [21, 22]. Obfuscation techniques consist in hiding the
design concept or program algorithm included in the source
by using one or more transformations of the original code.

�is work presents a new tool for signature insertion at
behavioral level.�e tool distributes the bits of a digital signa-
ture through the combinational logic included in the design
to protect and can be combined with di	erent methods for
signature extraction activation and for signature veri
cation.
�is tool has been applied for the signature distribution
process of IPP@HDL [17] in order to automate and ease this
process, although its applicability can be extended to other
HDL watermarking methods. �is work also includes an
analysis and evaluation of the di	erent algorithms developed
for signature distribution and insertion.

�e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the processes involved in the HDL water-
marking techniques and analyzes the methods proposed
in the literature, summarizes the most relevant aspects of
IPP@HDL and the underlying ideas for the signature dis-
tribution tool, focuses on several important considerations
for signature distribution, describes the developed insertion
algorithms, and also includes a detailed evaluation of these
signature insertion algorithms. Section 3 analyzes implemen-
tation results including the use of the automated algorithms
for the IPP@HDL application, and, 
nally, Section 4 summa-
rizes the main conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. High-Level Watermarking Background. HDLwatermark-
ing techniques allow protection to be carried out over the
design and implementation processes when the designer has
absolute control over the design, which is not possible to be
regained for a 
nalized IP core. �us, this design level o	ers
important advantages over physical and synthesis levels for
managing the application of the watermarking techniques,
since the watermark could be embedded as a functional
part of the design. However, there are some aspects of the
related works that should be analyzed. �e development of
any watermarking technique is based on the application of
three processes, as Figure 1 shows:

(i) process for activation of the signature extraction;

(ii) process for signature distribution;

(iii) process for signature identi
cation.

Di	erent options for the activation of signature extraction
exist. Some of the related works propose activation to be
always enabled, activation using the reset line [23] or the test
mode [24], or activation by means of a signature extraction
sequence [10, 17] (in some cases using input pins of the IPP
core). Other trends make use of output pins of the core under
protection to extract the digital signature [17]. More recent
research lines utilizemeasurements of power consumption of
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Figure 1: Processes involved in HDL watermarking.

the system to recover the contents of the embedded signature
by means of the DC consumption analysis of the overall
system [13–16, 23]. �rough an exhaustive analysis of the
current HDL watermarking methods for signature distribu-
tion, at least three di	erent strategies can be distinguished.
One of these is based on the design of an additional circuit,
which contains the digital signature and is integrated into the
original core [20, 24].�is strategy allows easy application but
provides low security levels, since the independent module
containing the information identifying the IP core could be
removed without a	ecting the correct functioning of the
original IP core. �is drawback was addressed by Yu and
Zhu [25], but neither automation nor computation times are
shown for the proposed method. Other strategy is based on
changes into the original structure of the design [19, 26]. Yuan
et al. [26] propose several schemes for HDL code protection.
However, some of the experimental results show that the
information they embed as watermark is only 56 bits as
maximum, o	ering low proof of authorship when compared
to other watermarking strategies [17, 19]. In addition, for
some benchmark circuits, the area overhead is high. Other
techniques of this type are based on FSM watermarking
[19, 27]. Concretely, Charbon and Torunoglu [19] specify
sequential circuits as 
nite state machines (FSMs), minimize
the FSMs, and embed the digital signature as nonspeci
ed IO
mapping. �e experimental results show low CPU times for
the proposed Monte Carlo approach but the area overhead
is unacceptable for some of the FSM benchmarks used as
example. In addition, the approach is limited to having a
sequential circuit speci
ed as FSM or to transforming it to
a FSM, conserving the functioning of the original design, but
changing completely the HDL speci
cation and the structure
for the implementation of the original design.

�e third category for HDL watermarking techniques
is based on the processes for signature distribution. �e
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di	erence between hosting strategies and those based on
structure changes lies in the fact that when hosting is applied,
no changes are made to the original design. �e signature
hosting strategy proposed in IPP@HDL [17] showed that it
is possible to look for or to identify blocks of the signature
bits within the output patterns of the combinational logic
included in the design, independently of the logic structure
used for its implementation (look-up, logic gate networks,
etc.). �is strategy also o	ers high resistance against attacks
as it is detailed in the exhaustive study included in [17]. Draw-
backs are related to design e	ort and time for its application.

�e di	erent methods for signature distribution, sig-
nature extraction activation, and signature identi
cation
can be combined in order to develop a robust and solid
HDL watermarking technique. However, the objective of the
proposed work is only the study and improvement of the
methods for signature distribution.

�e most relevant objective criteria necessary for eval-
uating an HDL watermarking technique are correctness of
functionality, hardware overhead, proof of authorship, and
resistance against attacks [17]. Other important metrics,
usually not considered for real evaluation, are related to
the transparency and the complexity of the processes and
the design time and e	ort required for their application
[17]. Some of these metrics, especially design time and
e	ort, can be crucial for the practical applicability of a
given protection method. �us, in the application of any
watermarking technique it is very important to have in
mind these criteria and to try to develop a strategy getting
a positive evaluation. To get this objective, every one of
the processes implied in the watermarking strategy is very
important, but, as it was commented above, the proposed
work is focused on the signature distribution and insertion
process forHDLwatermarking techniques. From the analysis
of the methods for signature distribution, it is possible to
extract important information about the evaluation metrics.
Security, area overhead, and design time and e	ort are
usually inversely related. �us, a solid method for signature
distribution should require reduced design time and e	ort
and o	er high security while the impact of its application
over the original design should imply low area overhead.
�is work tries to reach these objectives using one of the
watermarking techniques analyzed above, IPP@HDL hosting
strategy [17]. �is watermarking technique o	ers important
advantages but needs a designer’s time reduction, while the
original advantages, namely, reduced area overhead and high
security level, aremaintained or improved.�emain problem
for the designer is to 
nd an easy, fast, and optimized
form to distribute the bits of the signature. �us, this
paper proposes e�cient new mechanisms to ease signature
distribution and insertion and to reduce the associated time
and e	ort. �ese advances in automation and optimization
of IPP@HDL contribute to considerably reduce design time
and e	ort for the application of this watermarking technique
to a speci
c IP core. In addition, the new tool for signature
distribution also makes it possible to easily select the best
signature spreading option for reducing the overhead area of
the protected IP core. �e proposed advances are not only
useful for IPP@HDL, but this new tool can be extended to

any HDL watermarking technique based on the distribution
of signature bit blocks through combinational logic included
in the design.

2.2. IPP@HDL Overview

2.2.1. IPP@HDLSignatureHosting Strategy. IPP@HDL signa-
ture hosting strategy [17] protects digital systems by spread-
ing the bits of a digital signature [28] through combinational
logic included in the high-level description of the design
[17, 29]. �e digital signature is propagated through the
whole design �ow down to the physical implementation,
alleviating the requirement of additional system resources.
�us, the system is protected from the 
rst stages of logic
synthesis without requiring any resynthesis, while it keeps
this protection through place and route for whatever target
technology is considered (ASIC, FPGA, etc.); therefore,
the 
nal physical implementation is also protected for its
distribution. In addition, IPP@HDL includes an easy and
secure automated procedure for nondestructive signature
detection, requiring minimal hardware to be included in the
system [17]. �ese resources will process the petition for
signature extraction by detecting a speci
c input sequence,
called signature extraction sequence (SES), and will generate
the signature positions and route the signature bits as a data
sequence to the output of the protected system. Figure 2
shows the processes for the application of IPP@HDL. �e
system receives the original IP core and the digital signature
and generates thewatermarked IP core.�is 
gure also shows
how the automated tool is integrated into this IPP strategy
and its main tasks, which will be analyzed in Section 2.3.

2.2.2. Evaluation of IPP@HDL. �e following criteria were
de
ned to evaluate IPP@HDL: implementation and hardware
issues, signature strength, resistance against attacks, SES
invulnerability, and proof of authorship. Synthesis data [17]
show that IPP@HDL results in negligible degradation of sys-
tem performance and very low area penalties for a variety of
digital signatures and signature extraction hardware options.
Also, the attack analysis and the probabilistic studies showed
that IPP@HDL is a secure method and provides high SES
invulnerability, as well as strong proof of authorship. �us,
the experimental results and the exhaustive analysis of the
established criteria made it possible to evaluate positively
IPP@HDL as IPP watermarking technique. �e novelty
introduced by IPP@HDL signature hosting strategy is that
it makes the signature bits part of the original design, while
the original design is not modi
ed by adding or embedding
signature bits. �is strategy increases the attack resistance,
since trying to remove or change a single bit would result in an
incorrect circuit functioning, while the system itself extracts
the signature bits when it is required to do so. In addition, the
comparison with previous IPP techniques and the summary
of the new contributions of IPP@HDL reveal the strength
and the important advantages of this proposal. Among these
advantages, IPP@HDL allows introducing digital signatures
obtained with cryptographic tools.�us, it allows the preven-
tion of di	erent types of assaults and these signatures being
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Figure 2: Generation of the watermarked IP core using IPP@HDL.

larger than the usually employed ones in the majority of the
design examples available for other watermarking techniques
[24, 26].

2.2.3. Advances and Improvements. �e signature extraction
procedure proposed in IPP@HDL presumes that the I/O pins
of the core under protection are accessible in order to activate
the signature extraction process and for the recovering of
the signature. However, in embedded cores, the only a priori
accessible pin is the reset line. To overcome this, other
extraction procedures could be used in IPP@HDL to activate
the signature extraction for achieving the protection of an
isolated core embedded in a complex system. Some works
have studied new alternatives for the signature extraction
process based on power analysis [15, 23]. A method to easily
integrate the watermark into a core and easily extract this
watermark over the power pins of the chip is proposed
in [15]. On the other hand, a new method for extracting

digital signatures from watermarked protected cores that
are embedded into complex systems, without direct access
to the I/O pins, has been recently proposed in [23]. �e
technique makes use of the reset line for signature extraction
activation and a procedure based on the variation of power
consumption for the signature identi
cation. �is signature
extraction method is applied using the IPP@HDL general
procedure and extends the procedure aiming at the extraction
of the signature without direct access to the I/O pins of the
core under protection. �is extension, named e-IPP@HDL,
activates the extraction of the digital signature using only
the reset line and recovers by itself the contents of this
signature through theDC consumption analysis of the overall
system. �e presented results show a low area impact with
high performance and reliability. �is new activation of the
signature extraction forms part of di	erent alternatives to
be used in IPP@HDL, o	ering the mentioned advantages.
Since the objective of this work is not the activation of
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the signature extraction, but just the automation of the
distribution and insertion of signature bits independently of
other aspects of the watermarking process, the procedure
presented in the following sections can be combined with any
other variant of IPP@HDL or even applied to other similar
watermarking strategies, as stated above. To secure the HDL
code describing thewatermarked design thatwill be delivered
to a customer, encryption or obfuscation tools [22] may be
used a�er IPP@HDL application. Recently, a set of open
source obfuscation tools has been developed, which allows
very long, hard to read identi
ers to be used [21]. Comment
methods that allow adding copyright and limited warranty
information are also implemented. Open source C, VHDL,
and Verilog tools have been developed and tested for Altera
and Xilinx tools and devices. �ese proposed methods for
code obfuscation seem a viable IPP method given the small
penalty and good success on avoiding reverse engineering.

2.3. New Tool for Signature Hosting. A more exhaustive
analysis and evaluation than the one presented in [17] may
be carried out for signature distribution proposals. For the
IPP@HDL signature hosting strategy the signature blocks are
hosted by looking for output patterns of combinational logic
that are equal to the signature blocks. �e search method
for these signature blocks depends on each given design and
digital signature, requiring substantial time and e	ort. In
addition, di	erent options for hosting these blocks can be
considered. �e best hosting option is the one requiring less
e	ort and introducing less area and performance overhead.
Usually, to manually consider all the hosting solutions and
to locate the best one are di�cult, if not impossible, and
it also requires considerable designer e	ort and time. From
this analysis, some new advances and improvements for the
signature hosting strategy are proposed in this work. �us,
a so�ware tool has been developed for automated hosting
purposes. Its main objectives are

(1) to automate the signature hosting process in order to
save time and e	ort;

(2) to select the signature block length for optimization
purposes;

(3) to select a cost function that determines the best
hosting solution for the IP core to be protected in
terms of area and performance penalties;

(4) to select a hosting algorithm that reduces this cost
function and requires assumable computation time.

2.3.1. Signature Hosting Automation. �e
rst objective of the
new tool is to reduce time and e	ort for the signature hosting
process. As in a manual search, the automated tool performs
a search for the signature bit blocks, identifying them within
output patterns from the combinational logic included in the
original IP core. �e so�ware tool can perform the search
process in two ways: considering the truth tables of the
combinational logic or reproducing the operations that the
combinational logic implements. As a result of this search, the
automated tool then generates an input pattern set, signature

locations (SLs), which addresses the output patterns where
the signature bit blocks are identi
ed.

2.3.2. Signature Block Length. For IPP@HDL, the best sig-
nature hosting option is the one requiring a minimum of
additional resources for signature extraction logic. Obviously,
signature blocks to be hosted are required to have a bit
length equal or minor to that of the output patterns that will
host them. �e selection of the most appropriate signature
block length (SBL) will depend on each given design and its
signature bits. Assuming a �-bit digital signature partitioned
into � blocks of � bits, � �-bit output patterns for the
combinational logic included in the original IP core, and � ≥�, the next equation shows the hosting probability, that is, the
probability of identifying each one of the � signature blocks
of � bits with at least one of the� output patterns:

�hosting = (1 − (2� − 12� )
�)
�

. (1)

It is possible to reduce the implementation resources of
the signature extraction hardware, an FSM [17]. �is is the
case if the SBL is equal to the output pattern size; that is,� = �, since the number of signature blocks, �, is the
lowest.�us, the number of FSM states is as small as possible,
contributing to reduce the required additional resources.
However, if an evaluation of (1) for di	erent SBLs is made,
the hosting probability for � = � is the lowest. On the other
hand, small lengths for signature blocks increase the hosting
probability but, in these cases, the additional resources for
extraction logic also increase: as the SBL size decreases, the
number of signature bit blocks to be hosted increases, and this
impliesmore states for the extraction logic and, consequently,
more area overhead for the watermarked IP core. �us, it is
established as 
rst criteria for the automated tool that it will
begin the signature block search considering lengths equal to
that of the output patterns of the combinational logic selected
for identifying the signature blocks; that is, � = �. In case
this search results in a failed attempt for any of the signature
blocks, the automated tool initiates the search reducing by 1
bit the SBL size and so on, until all blocks have been identi
ed.
One of the most important advantages of the automatic tool
over the manual hosting is that it allows considering di	erent
lengths for the signature blocks and 
nds a solution that
allows full signature hosting while minimizing extraction
logic resources. With adequate automated processes, this
should not require excessive time and e	ort, as it will be
shown later.

2.3.3. Cost Function. Once the automated tool has selected
the larger SBL allowing full signature hosting, there are some
others aspects that need to be analyzed. An important fact to
be considered is that, for a given SBL and signature block, it
is possible to 
nd di	erent input patterns that generate the
same output and where this signature block could be hosted.
�us, for every signature block, the automatic tool should also
select one option among all the possible input patterns and
establish it as the corresponding signature location (SL). �e
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simplest option is to make the selection in a random way; so
thiswas the approximation considered for developing the 
rst
automated hosting algorithm. However, it is possible to take
advantage of the di	erent possibilities for hosting each signa-
ture block and to select the option optimizing the implemen-
tation resources required by the signature extraction logic.
Once again, if the architecture of the signature extraction
hardware [17] is considered, the Hamming distance between
the input patterns that will generate the signature blocks
can be selected as cost function. �e objective is to reduce
as much as possible the signal transitions used by the FSM
included in the signature extraction logic. It is thus possible
to reduce the combinational logic required for the FSM [30] if
the hosting solution minimizes the transitions between these
patterns that the FSM feed to the signature locations. As it
was commented above, this extraction logic takes the input
patterns selected by the automated tool as signature locations,
uses them to address the signature blocks, and routes these
blocks to the signature extraction system.

2.4. Algorithms for Signature Distribution. �ree di	erent
algorithms were developed for signature hosting [31], which
are detailed below.

2.4.1. Random Location Assignment (RLA) Algorithm. �e

rst algorithm, called Random Location Assignment algo-
rithm, is based on a random decomposition of each one
of the signature blocks. No cost function is considered for
this algorithm, and no optimization for additional extraction
logic is carried out. It is very similar to a manual search
without optimization, but the process is automated and thus
allows saving considerable e	ort and time.On the other hand,
besides being the simplest algorithm, its major advantage
is the computation time, since for each signature block the
search stops when the 
rst hosting solution is found.

2.4.2. Exhaustive Paired Optimized (EPO) Algorithm. �is
algorithm is based on a search of the minimum Hamming
distance by means of an exhaustive search between the
decomposition of every signature block and the adjacent one.
�e 
rst two blocks are adjusted simultaneously, selecting
as a solution the one that minimizes the Hamming distance
between the corresponding input patterns. �e remaining
signature blocks are adjusted performing a search for the
input pattern/s with minimum Hamming distance to the
input pattern/s for the previous signature block, 
xed in
the previous step. �us, to obtain the optimum solution
for inserting a signature block, all the hosting solutions
are searched and the algorithm selects the one minimizing
the Hamming distance with the hosting solution of the
previous signature block.�is algorithm does not achieve the
optimum possible solution, since not all the signature blocks
are considered simultaneously. However, the total Hamming
distance between all the signature block decompositions is
close to the minimum global Hamming distance. �e main
drawback of this algorithm is the computation time, since it
increases exponentially with the SBL. As it will be shown in

Section 2.5, for certain block lengths, the computation time
becomes una	ordable.

2.4.3. Simulated Annealing (SAMB) Algorithm. �e third
proposed algorithm for signature hosting concentrates on
using a semiheuristic search through a simulated annealing
(SA) algorithm [31]. SA was introduced more than twenty
years ago, and since then it has been considered a useful tool
for a variety of optimization problems in various 
elds [32–
34].�emain feature provided by SA over other algorithms is
its ability to avoid local minima by controlling the acceptance
of cost-increasing neighbours by means of a probability,
which decreases as the search algorithm progresses. �us, a
particular solution involving an increase in the cost function
is accepted with probability:

� () = �(−�/�), (2)

where  is the cost di	erence and � is the control parameter
corresponding to the temperature in the physical analogy
[35], so it is usually called temperature. �e algorithm
requires a careful adjustment in order to avoid high execution
times [32] while maintaining the quality of the solution.

In the context of application to IPP@HDL automation,
the proposed algorithm, called SAMB, globally minimizes
the Hamming distance between adjacent signature blocks
and optimizes the solution for each signature block using a
SA process, taking into account the hosting solution for all
the signature blocks. As it will be shown below, compared
to the EPO algorithm, this SAMB algorithm reduces the
computation times for large SBL sizes. �us, SAMB gets to
overcome one of the barriers of using heuristic algorithms
related to high computing time, which is not easy to get
over. In this algorithm the solution space includes all possible
combinations of input patterns that lead to spreading the
signature bit blocks. �e initial solution is properly chosen
to explore as best as possible the solution space. On the other
hand, the selected cost function is the same as for the EPO
algorithm, the Hamming distance between input patterns
that generate two adjacent blocks of the digital signature.
Other parameters or decisions were de
ned, taking into
account the combinational logic used for signature hosting
or experimentally adjusted trying to limit computation times.
Algorithm 1 shows the general scheme proposed for this SA
algorithm.

As examples to initially illustrate the SA algorithm for
IPP@HDL, two independent combinational logics for the
decomposition of each block of a digital signature were
considered.�ese combinational circuits are the sum and the
linear combination. Let� be the number of signature blocks,
and �� (� = 1, 2, . . . , �) each one of these signature blocks.
�e decomposition of each signature block, for the sum and
the linear combination, can be expressed as

�� = ��1 + ��2, (3)

�� = ��1 + ��2 = �� × �� + �� × ��. (4)

For both combinational logics, the initial state for the
decomposition of the 
rst signature block, �1, is the half
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TO SELECT:
cost function �(�) = hamming distance;
environment �(�): all possible combinations of input patterns that lead to spreading the SBLs;
initial solution �0: properly chosen to explore as best As possible the solution space;
initial temperature �0 = 20;
function to reduce temperature � = 0.05;
number of iterations � = 3;
stop criterion �: � = 0.1;

REPEAT
REPEAT

to select a solution � of �(�0);
calculate  = �(�) − �(�0);
IF  < 0 THEN�

0
= �;

ELSE
to randomly generate � ∈ �(0, 1);
IF � < exp(−/�) THEN�

0
= �;

ELSE
FIN;

UNTIL iteration number = �;
UNTIL � = TRUE.

Algorithm 1: Scheme for simulated annealing algorithm.

value of the data to decompose. In addition, for the linear
combination, �11 and �12 have to be decomposed, as (4)
shows. �e iterative process to achieve this decomposition is
described as follows:

(1) initially set �� = 1, �� = 1;
(2) test if for �� = 1 and �� = 1 it is possible to decompose�11 and �12; it is necessary to verify if the values of ��

and �� required for the decomposition are enabled or
included in the possible range;

(3) if veri
cation of step (2) is positive, the decomposition
process for block �1 is 
nished;

(4) if veri
cation of step (2) is negative, �� and �� are
increased by 1, and the algorithm returns to step (2).

For both combinational circuits, there is no next state for
the decomposition of the 
rst signature block, �1. For the
remaining signature blocks (��, � = 2, . . . , �), the initial state
is ��1 = ��−1,1, ��2 = �� − ��1, for the sum, and ��1 = ��−1,1,��2 = �� − ��1 for the linear combination. In case �� <��−1,1, the initial state for the block �� considering the sum
is ��1 = 0 and ��2 = ��, and the initial state for the block ��
considering the linear combination is ��1 = 0 ��2 = ��. �e
value ��1 or ��1, or the next state, is calculated by randomly
adding or subtracting 20%, and then the values ��2 or ��2 for
this new state are computed. For the linear combination, ��1
and ��2 have to be decomposed using the iterative process
described above. �e validation of the new state is carried
out as Algorithm 1 shows.�e process continues reducing the
temperature progressively until it reaches the stop criterion.

2.5. Algorithm Analysis. �e proposed automated algorithms
for signature hosting were analyzed and compared. For this

comparison, di	erent combinational logics were considered.
As in the example detailed in the section above, the sum
and the linear combination have been selected as examples
of combinational logics for independent signature hosting. In
addition, random series of MD5 and SHA1 [17, 36] signatures
have been considered; the sample size selected for each
random series provides a maximum error of 5% with 95%
con
dence in the average ofHamming distances. SBLs from 2
to 30were considered for every digital signature.�us, results
for signature hosting through sum as combinational logic are
shown in Table 1, while Table 2 resumes the hosting results
for linear combination as combinational logic. Each row
shows the results for the automated hosting of the number
of digital signatures necessary to ensure a maximum error of±1 with a 95% con
dence, under the developed algorithms.
For every automated algorithm and SBL, these tables contain
measurements of the average Hamming distance (HDA) for
the input patterns obtained as signature locations and the
computation time (CT) of the corresponding algorithm.

In general, the three hosting algorithms get to signi
-
cantly reduce the time required by amanual hosting. In order
to evaluate this time e	ort reduction, let us consider a real
manual hosting, for example, the manual hosting made for
generating IPP designs included in [17], taking 8-bit blocks
of MD5 and SHA1 digital signatures (DiTEC, UGR, and
FSU) and using linear combination as combinational logic.
As (4) shows, each signature bit block is decomposed as
the sum of two products, existing di	erent possibilities to
generate the same signature block. An optimistic estimation

gives at least 210 di	erent signature hosting possibilities for
each signature block. In addition, taking into account the
number of 8-bit blocks of MD5 and SHA1 signatures, the
total number of di	erent hosting possibilities for each digital
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Table 1: HDAs and CTs (PentiumIV at 2.2 GHz) with the automated tool for the sum as combinational logic (∗resources exceeded).

DS SBL
RLA EPO SAMB

HDA CT (s) HDA CT (s) HDA CT (s)

MD5

2 78 0.032 43 0.084 44 8.04

4 99 0.046 53 0.120 55 7.25

6 109 0.051 55 0.410 56 5.16

8 106 0.053 50 4.280 51 4.74

10 110 0.050 49 166.8 52 4.56

12 110 0.016 ∗ ∗ 52 5.08

16 105 0.021 ∗ ∗ 53 4.20

20 96 0.020 ∗ ∗ 50 4.77

24 80 0.020 ∗ ∗ 41 5.30

30 64 0.023 ∗ ∗ 32 5.70

SHA1

2 99 0.130 55 0.150 55 9.11

4 125 0.170 68 0.150 70 7.71

6 136 0.078 67 1.410 69 8.89

8 135 0.037 62 23.90 63 6.77

10 139 0.036 63 195.9 64 6.31

12 146 0.025 ∗ ∗ 67 7.15

16 136 0.023 ∗ ∗ 69 5.40

20 112 0.041 ∗ ∗ 57 5.43

24 96 0.030 ∗ ∗ 49 6.83

30 81 0.022 ∗ ∗ 40 6.90

Table 2: HDAs and CTs (PentiumIV at 2.2 GHz) with the automated tool for the linear combination as combinational logic (∗resources
exceeded).

DS SBL
RLA EPO SAMB

HDA CT (s) HDA CT (s) HDA CT (s)

MD5

2 99 0.06 24 0.7 25 5.2

4 110 0.02 32 0.6 34 3.8

6 123 0.01 54 0.2 59 4.7

8 119 0.01 47 2.6 50 6.6

10 117 0.01 40 54 46 7.0

12 118 0.03 ∗ ∗ 46 12

16 112 0.15 ∗ ∗ 51 35

20 113 0.13 ∗ ∗ 59 156

24 120 1.16 ∗ ∗ 65 383

30 120 11.0 ∗ ∗ 70 2000

SHA1

2 122 0.09 30 0.3 32 6.7

4 136 0.02 41 0.4 42 4.9

6 152 0.01 66 0.2 72 6.0

8 149 0.03 65 5.3 64 7.4

10 148 0.02 50 152 57 9.2

12 155 0.05 ∗ ∗ 61 18

16 142 0.26 ∗ ∗ 64 44

20 139 0.95 ∗ ∗ 68 103

24 143 1.09 ∗ ∗ 77 730

30 150 9.08 ∗ ∗ 88 4200

signature is at least (210)16. As the manual exploration of all
hosting possibilities was not possible, themanual hosting was
based in a human selection of the possibilities with apparently
reduced HDA. For each digital signature, it took around 12
hours to evaluate the selected hosting possibilities in terms
of HDA to 
nally choose one of them. Table 2 re�ects that
the optimized signature hosting of 8-bit blocks ofMD5digital

signature using EPO and SAMB algorithms takes around 2.6
and 6.6 seconds, respectively.

�us, it is con
rmed that these hosting algorithms get an
important reduction of the time e	ort exploring many more
hosting possibilities than the manual hosting and getting
less area overhead, as it will be shown in Section 3. At
the following a more exhaustive analysis of each one of
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Figure 3: HDA for RLA and SAMB algorithms.

the algorithms in terms of computation time and HAD is
made.

�e main advantage of the RLA algorithm, besides
automating the signature hosting, is the low computation
times observed. However, the HDA data re�ect that this
algorithm does not o	er the optimum solution for signature
hosting. On the other hand, the EPO algorithm gets to
reduce signi
cantly the HDAs when compared to the RLA
algorithm, but it requires excessive computation time for
SBLs larger than 10 bits. Table 1 and Table 2 also display
the main advantages of SAMB algorithm compared to the
other two algorithms. First, SAMB gets to reduce the HDA,
especially when compared to the RLA algorithm. Figure 3
displaysHDAdata fromTable 1. As it can be observed, SAMB
and EPO get to reduce this parameter compared to RLA,
thus improving the additional logic for signature extraction
in terms of area increase.

Additionally, SAMB algorithm also has important advan-
tages over the EPO algorithm when computation times are
analyzed. For small block lengths, computation times of the
SAMB algorithm are higher than those obtained for the
EPO algorithm. For example, in the case of the sum, for the
smallest block length, 2 bits, the computation time is 0.084
and 8.04 seconds, respectively, as Table 1 shows. However, for
a 10-bit block length, the computation time for EPO is 166.83
seconds, while for SAMB it is just 4.56 seconds. It is observed
that, as the block length increases, the computation times
of the SAMB algorithm are considerably reduced compared
to those of EPO. In general, for block lengths greater than
10 bits, the computation times for EPO are too long, while
for the SAMB algorithm computation times are in the same
range for all block lengths.�ese computation times for EPO
algorithm are shown in Tables 1 and 2 as resources exceeded.
Computation times obtained for the sum have been used to
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develop the graph shown in Figure 4. �e trend of the curve
for the EPO algorithm is exponential, with unacceptable
values for the considered application.However, for the SAMB
and RLA algorithms, the data are located within a range
under 5 and 0.2 seconds, respectively, even for SBL sizes larger
than 10 bits, whose computation times are at least 2 orders of
magnitude lower than those obtained for the EPO algorithm.
�us, it can be concluded that the EPO algorithm is the best
option for automating searches up to 10-bit SBLs, since in
general it achieves best results for the minimization of the
Hamming distance, as Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 3 re�ect.
On the other hand, for larger SBLs, the SAMB algorithm gets
to minimize the Hamming distance with computation times
signi
cantly lower than those for EPO as Figure 4 displays.
�e RLA algorithm could be useful when the SBL is so large
that makes the computation time excessive, even for SAMB
(over 40 bits).

Summarizing this analysis, the SAMB algorithm results
in important advantages, since it gets to automate signature
hosting, to select the signature block length, and to minimize
the HDA when compared to the random assignment, while
maintaining reasonable CTs as the SBL size grows.

3. Results and Discussion

As it has been discussed above, the developed tool automates
the signature hosting process, reducing the required e	ort
and timewhen compared to amanual hosting. For illustrating
the bene
ts of the new tool and its optimization related to
the extraction logic resources, SL automated searches for
MD5 and SHA1 digital signatures were carried out for the
8-tap programmable 1D-DWT 
lter bank detailed in [17],
with 16-bit input and 19-bit output, including polyphase 
lter
decomposition.�e system is programmable in the sense that
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it has to be initialized by loading the corresponding 
lter
coe�cients according to the sequence to be computed. �e
system is based on the standard architecture for FIR 
lters
[30].�e total system exhibits symmetry for the computation
of the approximation and detail sequences. �is 1D-DWT
core has been used tomake an exhaustive analysis of the three
developed algorithms (RLA, SAMB, and EPO), considering
di	erent signatures (“DiTEC,” “UGR,” and “FSU”), di	erent
signature lengths (MD5, SHA1), and signature extraction
logic (FSM, LFSR). Because of the structure of the system,
the possibility to host every two 8-bit signature bit blocks
as the addition of two linear combinations was considered.
To generate the 1D-DWT IPP designs, the three algorithms
were used separately for signature hosting purposes. In order
to show that the results do not depend neither on the target
technology nor on the design �ow, Xilinx devices (along
with ISE Project Navigator tools) and Altera devices (using
Quartus II tools) were targeted. Table 3 and Table 4 show the
area resources for the IPP DWT designs, also detailing the
implementation resources required for the FSMs in the sig-
nature extraction additional logic of each IPP design. �ese
tables also show the HD between input patterns of every
signature hosting. �e maximum frequency for the water-
marked cores is not shown because throughput penalization
is almost negligible, less than 1% for all the IPP designs.
Table 3 resumes results using Xilinx device families, Spartan
3, and Virtex 5, for three di	erent MD5 and SHA1 digital
signatures (DiTEC, UGR, and FSU). On the other hand,
Table 4 details the obtained data for SL automated searches
for the same digital signatures using a di	erent Altera device
family, concretely Apex20KC. It must be noted that the
main objective of these synthesis results is to show how
the application of automated IPP@HDL a	ects the generic
logic, without including any other element such as custom
silicon blocks that the device family might include. In this
way, Apex20KC was selected for Altera synthesis examples
because this device family only includes logic elements and
memory and does not incorporate custom silicon blocks, in
contrast to most modern device families. Comparing these
device families, when using Apex20KC, it is possible to
keep so�ware tools from taking some uncontrolled actions
when the user indicates that only generic logic has to be
used for synthesis and implementation. In addition, the new
Apex20KC synthesis results for automated signature hosting
allow comparing them to Apex20KC synthesis results for
manual signature hosting in [17].

As Table 2 shows, for the linear combination and 8-bit
signature bit blocks, the EPO algorithm should generate
better hosting results, since it reduces the cost function,
that is, the Hamming distance, while, for this signature
block length, it does not require excessive computation time.
Analyzing HD columns in Table 3 and Table 4, it can be seen
that signature hosting for EPO algorithm achieves the lowest
values of HD, which was predictable according to Table 2.
Because of themore exhaustive HDminimization performed
by the EPO algorithm, the FSM columns show better 
gures
for this algorithm compared to the RLA and, in general, to
the SAMB algorithm as well. It is because, as it was pointed
in Section 2.2, this HD minimization contributes strongly to

reducing the additional logic required by the FSM.�us, EPO
and SAMB algorithms, in addition to automating the signa-
ture hosting process, reduce area overheadwhen compared to
the RLA algorithm, con
rming that the selected cost function
gets this initial objective.�eHD and implementation results
obtained for the RLA algorithm are similar to those obtained
for manual hosting [17], but by using this RLA algorithm the
signature hosting process is automated, saving time and e	ort
when compared to a manual signature insertion. �us, it is
possible to initially evaluate the improvements that can be
foundwith the optimized automatedhosting: automation and
hosting optimization. IPP designs and FSMs using EPO and
SAMB algorithms in the automated search achieve similar
area results that are, in general, much lower than those for
RLA.

In some cases, the use of the SAMB algorithm achieves
area results even better than EPO. �ere are several reasons
for this. First, the HDs for both EPO and SAMB are very
close, or, in some cases, equal. Second, the FSM resources
do not only depend on the selected cost function (HD)
and the FSM optimization, but also depend on the overall
design implementation. When the HDs of two di	erent
signature hosting options are close, the dependency on other
parameters is slightly noticeable, while, in general, its area
supposes less than 0.5% over the total area implementation
of IPP designs. �us, the HD between the input patterns that
address the signature bit blocks as cost function gets a good
optimization of the signature hosting automation. Finally,
internal issues of the design tools for synthesis and logic
optimization have to be considered. �e implementation
results of Tables 3 and 4 show that both EPO and SAMB
optimize the hosting process; thus, additional resources are
minimized. �ese results con
rm that the selection of the
Hamming distance between the input patterns generating the
signature blocks as cost function reduces the area overhead of
the watermarked cores. In addition, these results also ratify
that SAMB is a good signature hosting alternative to ensure
reduced computation times and the minimization of the area
increase of the watermarked IP cores.

Comparing Altera results shown in Table 3 to Altera
results in [17], where the signature hosting was manually
performed, there is a reduction of the area penalization for the
IPP designs generated by the automated tool. For example, for
1D-DWT FSM design and MD5 digital signature, [17] shows
an area increase of 1.7%, while the new synthesis results show
that the use of the automated tool reduces the area increase
down to 1.2% for the SAMB algorithm (6863 LEs for the
original 1D-DWT design). �is reduction of the area penalty
is caused by the fact that the use of the automated tool for
SL selection leads to reduced FSM implementations, due to
the minimization of HDs. Compared to a manual search,
the automated algorithms achieve important time and e	ort
savings, while also reducing area penalization.

�e new tool for signature distribution, applied to
IPP@HDL, preserves the structure and initial bene
ts of
IPP@HDL, while it automates the application of this water-
marking technique. As it has been mentioned in previous
sections, this contributes to a considerable reduction of time
and e	ort required for the generation of the watermarked
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Table 4: Detailed synthesis results for Altera design tools and Apex20kc family.

IPP designs DS Spreading HD LEs FSM LEs

1D-DWT FSM

DiTEC
MD5

RLA 91 6965 41

SAMB 36 6947 37

EPO 30 6963 36

DiTEC
SHA1

RLA 102 6962 41

SAMB 52 6945 33

EPO 46 6940 31

UGR
MD5

RLA 89 6969 41

SAMB 37 6966 35

EPO 33 6966 35

UGR
SHA1

RLA 102 6960 43

SAMB 49 6943 35

EPO 49 6940 34

FSU
MD5

RLA 93 6971 41

SAMB 41 6949 37

EPO 33 6964 37

FSU
SHA1

RLA 106 6963 40

SAMB 41 6935 34

EPO 37 6935 32

1D-DWT LFSR

DiTEC
MD5

RLA 91 6995 19

SAMB 36 6981 15

EPO 30 6974 14

DiTEC
SHA1

RLA 102 7050 29

SAMB 52 7018 20

EPO 46 7007 21

UGR
MD5

RLA 89 7026 18

SAMB 37 6985 15

EPO 33 6981 14

UGR
SHA1

RLA 102 7042 31

SAMB 49 7013 23

EPO 49 7003 19

FSU
MD5

RLA 93 7009 18

SAMB 41 6985 15

EPO 33 6980 15

FSU
SHA1

RLA 106 7041 29

SAMB 41 6999 21

EPO 37 6996 19

core. It has been tested by means of manual and automated
hosting. While manual hosting could require long hours of
works for an expert designer, the computation time needed
for automated hosting is reduced to just mere seconds.
It is important to remember that automated hosting also
allows optimizing the signature hosting maintaining this
computation time reduction.

4. Conclusions

IPP@HDL method has proven to be a valuable method for
watermarking HDL designs. However, the design process so

far has been tedious and labor intensive requiring to man-
ually insert the signatures into the HDL design. �is paper
introduces custom tools for easing the signature hosting and
limitingmanual design asmuch as possible.�ree algorithms
were developed for IPP@HDL automated signature distribu-
tion: RLA, EPO, and SAMBalgorithms.�e tool for signature
hosting can noticeably reduce the area penalty associated to
the application of IPP@HDL, while eliminating the need of
manual signature insertion that may require long hours of
work. In order to illustrate this, exhaustive data for several
signatures have been obtained using the RLA, EPO, and
SAMB algorithms. Results show the bene
ts of SAMB. �is
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SAMB algorithm results in important advantages, since it
minimizes the average Hamming distance when compared
to the random assignment, while maintaining reasonable
computation times as the signature block location sizes grow.
�e impact of the tool in the hardware implementation is
also illustrated through the synthesis on 
eld-programmable
logic of a series of 1D-DWT cores using the signature
locations provided by the automated algorithms. From the
presented data, it is evident that the bene
ts of the original
watermarking technique are improved, while the signature
hosting process is easily and automatically carried out, saving
signi
cant design time and e	ort while the area overhead is
minimized. �e developed tool can also be used for di	erent
applications trying to solve optimization problems on the
distribution of signature bits for IP core protection.
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